
ON THE LIMITED UTILITY OF AUXILIARY INFORMATION IN THE LISTUPDATE PROBLEMMicha Hofri1 Hadas Shachnai2Dept. of Computer Science Dept. of Computer ScienceUniversity of Houston The TechnionApril 20, 1997AbstractWe consider the problem of dynamic reorganization of a linear list, where requests for theelements are generated randomly with �xed probabilities. The objective is to obtain the smallestexpected cost per access. It has been shown that when no a-priori information is given on thereference probabilities, the Counter Scheme (CS) provides an optimal reorganization rule whichapplies to all possible distributions.In this paper we examine strategies which may use partial a priori information on the accessprobabilities in the list reorganization process. Such useful knowledge may be either the correctrelative order of a subset of the items, or the precise values of some of the probabilities.For the �rst case we show that a slight modi�cation on the original CS bests all realizable policies.However, it turns out that in the last case there exists no such universal optimal policy. For thismodel we also show that the obvious organization by the Maximum Likelihood estimate may beinferior to the CS, which totally ignores the auxiliary information.We �nally de�ne the Push forward Rule (PF), which is shown to be better than any rule whichassumes no extra knowledge.1 IntroductionThe list update problem was �rst presented by McCabe [8] with the following layout: A �xedset of items is maintained as (an unsorted) linear list, as in a library, where books are positionedon a shelf, and each search for a book starts at the left end of the shelf and works to the right.The cost of accessing an item is determined by the length of this search. The list may berearranged during a sequence of requests (possibly after each reference) so as to achieve a loweraverage access cost in subsequent requests.We assume that each element may be accessed at any time with �xed probability. The goal isto arrange the elements `correctly', i.e. in decreasing order of their access probabilities.Previous works considered the situation where there is no a-priori information at all concerningthe correct order of the elements. A comprehensive survey of many permutation rules suggestedfor the list management and their probabilistic analyses appears in [3].Broadly speaking, such a rule tries to infer the best order of the list based on the sequence ofreferences. The possible rearrangements are assumed to have negligible cost. This is reasonablefor all the common policies. Recent works referred to the performance of reordering methodswith respect to the online/o�ine measure, where no initial assumptions are made on the natureof the reference sequence to the list [2, 6, 9, 10].1Department of Computer Science, The University of Houston, TX 77204-3475, USA.e-mail: hofri@cs.uh.edu2The Department of Computer Science, The Technion{IIT, Haifa 32000, Israel.e-mail: hadas@cs.technion.ac.il. 1



Recent work [5] proves that under the above conditions the Counter Scheme (CS) produces theleast expected cost of access at any time. The CS may move at most one record following eachreference.In the present paper we study a variant of the above model, where reordering rules may usesome auxiliary information. certain Consider, for example, a merge of two lists, where eachhas already bene�ted from some reference history of its own. The obvious question is howshould the complete structure be arranged to use this information to best advantage, and howit should be managed when subsequent requests are generated. A special case is where one ofthe lists is of length 1, in which the problem translates to e�cient insertion of a single element,with known access probability, into a previously reorganized list. This is often the case in alist implementation of a dictionary, on which searches, insertions and deletions of records arepermitted, and some of the new records are identi�ed by their access probabilities. In a way,we propose to formulate an optimality statement { equivalent to the one in [5] { and suitableto this extension of the model.Thus, we distinguish between degrees of partial a priori knowledge (about the reference prob-abilities) and discuss their contribution to the e�ciency of the list reorganization process. Alist model characterized by no initial information will be of the Null Information (NI) type,while any other model will be of Partial Information (PI). Useful knowledge may be either thecorrect relative order of certain pairs of items in a given sub-list, or the precise values of someof the probabilities.In Section 2 we discuss the notion of an optimal policy and de�ne the class of policies whichmay be applied to the PI model.We then discuss in section 3 the symmetrical model of partial information and de�ne a policywhich minimizes the average access cost at each reference for any choice of reference probabili-ties.In section 4 we focus on the asymmetricmodel, for which we show the nonexistence of a globallyoptimal policy. We de�ne the MLE Rule (MLR), which is analogous to the Counter Scheme,which was shown to be the optimal strategy for the NI model. We show the surprising resultthat in spite of its reasonable use of extra knowledge, the MLR might be poorer than the CS,though both converge to the same asymptotic average cost. Finally we show how partial infor-mation on the values of the access probabilities should be used to improve the list order whichresults in the NI scenario.We conclude in section 5 with discussion and a few related open problems.2 Preliminaries and NotationThe structure we consider is a linear list of n records, L = fR1; : : : ; Rng. Each record Ri isuniquely identi�ed by a key Ki; 1 � i � n.Requests for the keys are drawn from a multinomial distribution driven by the reference prob-ability vector (rpv): �p = (p1; : : : ; pn). Thus, Ri may be accessed at any stage with a �xedprobability pi. This is the independent reference model (irm).Each reference requires a sequential search of the list. We de�ne C, the cost of a single access,as the number of key comparisons made till the speci�ed record is reached. Under the irm, witha �xed rpv, the average access cost to the list is minimized when the records are in the optimalstatic order: Ri precedes Rj whenever pi > pj. Getting there requires a complete knowledgeof the rpv, or at least of the relative magnitude of the access probabilities. This knowledge is2



assumed to be unavailable.The initial arrangement is assumed to be randomly selected (with equal probability) out of allpossible permutations, and then the list is constantly reorganized, with the aim of approachingthe optimal ordering as the reference sequence grows longer.Various performance measures were considered for that model, under a given policy H and anunknown rpv �p. The following will be used below:1. The average access cost after the mth reference, m � 0, denoted below as Cm(H j �p)2. The expected access cost in the limiting state: C(H j �p) = limm!1 Cm(H j �p)3. The rate of convergence of Cm(H j �p) to its limiting value, quanti�ed by the Overwork(OW) measure [1], which is denoted by OW (H j �p).Our de�nition of an optimal policy is natural: it is an admissible policy H� that satis�esCm(H� j �p) � Cm(H j �p); 8 m; �p and admissibleH: (1)A policy is deemed admissible or realizable, if it(i) does not use information about future references,(ii) can be implemented without the bene�t of information which is explicitly denied (such asthe rpv values).In an earlier paper [5] dealing exclusively with the NI case, we de�ned the set of symmetricor key ignoring policies HKI . A longer and more accurate name would be key-value ignoringpolicies. This simply means that throughout the reference history, the only criteria such apolicy may use for distinguishing between the list records are their relative positions at everystage (including the initial one) and the history of requests for each.Most of the scenarios in this paper have the list of records L split into two: L0 has those recordsabout which we have some information, and L00 { about which we are ignorant; Similarly to theNI case, we say a policyH is of type l-KI, for 2 � l � n when jL00j = l, and H uses at each stagea uniform, key-ignoring criterion for determining the relative order of Ri; Rj, 8 Ri; Rj 2 L00.We denote by Hs:l the set of l-KI policies where \s" stands for \symmetric".3 Optimal Strategies for Order-PI ModelsAssume our a-priori knowledge is limited to the correct relative order of a sublist L0 of size l,say R1; : : : ; Rl (but not their actual rpv values). We call this PI model local, since the extraknowledge may only be used for rearranging the known sublist (as a separate structure). Anymerge of L0 with the \unknown" sublist L00 should respect this order. The policies for thismodel belong to the set Hs:n�l.Therefore, �nding the optimal arrangement after a �nite sequence of requests, may be done intwo stages:(i) Reordering `optimally' the complete structure, under the assumption of no extra knowl-edge. 3



(ii) Using the auxiliary information to improve the list order.We suggest the following policy, CS2, which is such a two stage policy:For any sequence of requests, the records of L00 are placed by their counters, i.e. if c(m)i is thecounter of Ri 2 L00 after themth reference, and it is the kth in size, then Ri will be positioned inthe kth place. This leaves empty the positions that correspond to the L0 records' counters. Nextthe vacant locations are given to L0 in the correct order (ignoring the values of the counters).Theorem 1: Within the set of admissible policies in Hs:n�l, CS2 minimizes the expectedaccess cost to the list in each request.Proof: Since the given information is irrelevant to the order of the records in L00, the CSordering is best in the �rst stage. The irrelevancy claim follows from the following observation:Consider for brevity l = 2, let ck stand for the counter value of Rk at some arbitrary timeand pick i; j > 2. Then, using the multinomial distribution of the fckg and Bayes rule we cancompute probabilities such as P (pi < pj jci < cj), and we �nd12 < Pr(pi < pjjci < cj) = Pr(pi < pj jci < cj; p1; p2; and the order of c1; c2 wrt ci & cj):Since the additional information factors out and sums to one.Then by an adversary type argument, it follows that any policy, which changes the locationof any of the unknown records is not optimal (see [5]). Among the admissible policies whichpreserve the locations of the L00 elements, the one which places the sublist L0 in correct relativeorder achieves the minimal expected access cost (any arrangement in which two of the knownkeys are `incorrectly' located may be improved by an interchange).Another curious instance occurs when the entire rpv is known up to a permutation of the keys,i.e. all the access probabilities are given, but except p1 they are nameless. In that scenario,after the mth reference, given that c(m)1 = c and any ordered counters vector (c(m)2 ; : : : ; c(m)n ),the optimal position of R1 may be determined by a direct computation when averaging over the(n � 1)! mappings of that vector to the indices (2; : : : ; n). Hence we get an optimal realizablepolicy.4 Reordering Methods for Value-PI ModelIn this section we focus on a model, where l of the access probabilities (1 � l � n � 2) areinitially known. Our �rst claim refers to the way in which partial knowledge of this sort disruptsour ability to specify a realizable optimal strategy. It suggests a clear distinction between theprevious models, in which the scalar nature of the extra information allowed the de�nition ofa globally optimal strategy, and the numerical information allowed by the present model whichintroduces an asymmetry that makes a crucial di�erence, as we now prove.For simplicity, we formulate the following result for the case where l = 1. Nothing essentialdepends on this number, and with minor changes it holds for any 1 � l � n� 2.Theorem 2: For any list of length n > 2, let 1n < p1 = p < 12 be known and �xed. Thenno single policy within the class Hs:1 minimizes the expected access cost at the mth request,m > 1, for all members of Sp: Sp � f�p j p1 = pg (2)4



Proof: Our proof presents a partition of Sp with respect to the optimal policy. That is,distinct subsets in Sp will be shown to exhibit minimal access cost under di�erent realizablepolicies. The key is that while any admissible policy must handle all unknown records symmet-rically, it is allowed to single out R1. Hence we de�ne two natural policies.H�: This is the immediate extension of the CS to R1. It can be implemented since p is known;for i 2 (2; : : : ; n) and whenever c(m)1 6= m, ifc(m)i (1 � p)m� c(m)1 > p; (3)then place Ri ahead of R1. When c(m)1 = m, place R1 �rst and the others in random order.Note that the left-hand side of the inequality is the e�cient estimate of pi.H��: The original CS.Now consider the following rpvs (there is actually a single rpv in each of the sets we consider):�pa = (p; 1� p; 0; : : : ; 0): (4)By inspection, H� is the optimal policy for this rpv, and�pb = (p; q; q; : : : ; q); q = 1� pn� 1 ; (5)where similarly H�� is the policy of choice for �pb. The rest is a straightforward computation toshow that H� and H�� produce di�erent permutations, and we omit the details.Our next result is an additional example for the above claim that auxiliary information maybe of limited utility in the list reorganization process:One approach to arguing for the optimality of CS (in the NI scenario) observes that it uses thecounters to compute p̂i, the Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) of the access probabilities.Under the NI model, p̂i = c(m)im : (6)Similarly, when considering the present PI model, with l of the probabilities known, the MLRmaintains the records ordered by the new estimates p̂i's, wherep̂i = 8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>: pi 1 � i � lc(m)i (1�Plj=1pj)m�Plj=1 c(m)j l + 1 � i � n; lXj=1c(m)j < m0 l + 1 � i � n; lXj=1c(m)j = mA rather surprising distinction between the MLR and the CS may now be shown:Let �m the list arrangement after the mth reference, and �m(i) the location of Ri in it. Thenwhenever pi > pj ; 1 � i; j � n, PrCS [�m(i) < �m(j)]�! 1; (7)5



monotonically, for m!1, while for any 1 � j � l and l+ 1 � i � n the value ofPrMLR[�m(i) < �m(j)]; (8)while it converges to 1 as well, is not necessarily monotone in m. It will be seen below thatthis is equivalent to the statement that the cost under CS can be strictly smaller than underthe MLR. We demonstrate this for l = 1 and a speci�c class of rpvs.>From a statistical point of view the above p̂i represents our best estimate of the rpv, andhence we would expect that using it in the way the MLR does should lead to an optimal re-arrangement of the records. This may well be often the case, but we can show the surprisingresult that there are exceptions.As both CS andMLR converge to the optimal ordering, a criterion for comparing their transientbehaviour may be the overwork (OW) measure. As de�ned in [1], the overwork of a policy His the area between the cost curve Cm(H j �p) and its asymptote C(H j �p).In the following observation, we assume the known probability is pn = p, to simplify thenotation.Observation 1: For some rpvs �p = (p1; p2; : : : ; pn) satisfying pn = min1�i�npi = p,OW (MLR j �p) > OW (CS j �p): (9)Proof: Assume a temporary renumbering of the records so that their probabilities, nowdenoted by p(i), satisfy p(1) � p(2) : : : � p(n) = p. With this notation, where OPT stands forthe optimal order, Cm(OPT j �p) = C(OPT j �p) = nXi=1 ip(i):For H 2 fMLR;CSg,Cm(H j �p) = 1 + nXi=1p(i)Xj 6=iPrH(�m(j) < �m(i))= 1 + nXi=1 nXj=i+1p(i)PrH(�m(j) < �m(i)) + p(j)(1 � PrH(�m(j) < �m(i)))� C(OPT j �p) +OWm(H j �p);where OWm(H j �p) is the contribution of step m to the overwork measure, such thatOW (H j �p) � Xm�0OWm(H j �p): (10)>From the de�nition of Cm(H j �p) we see thatOWm(H j �p) = nXi=1 nXj=i+1(p(i) � p(j))PrH(�m(j) < �m(i)):Let us introduce further notation: for a �xed rpv �p and any pair of indices 1 � i < j � n(which implies p(i) � p(j)), de�neOW ij(H j �p) � (p(i) � p(j))Xm�0PrH(�m(j) < �m(i)): (11)6



Then, OW (H j �p) = X1�i<j�nOW ij(H j �p): (12)Now, for all 1 � i < n, the MLR would assign �m(i) < �m(n), when c(m)n satis�es d(m �c(m)n )p=(1 � p)e � c(m)i for all 1 � m (to simplify the argumentation, an irrational value for pcan be assigned, and then the ratio (m� c(m)n )p=(1 � p) is never an integer). HencePrMLR[�m(i) < �m(n)] < 1� (1 � pi)m; (13)since the right-hand side is the probability that Ri is at all referenced. Thus, from equation(11) OW in(MLR j �p) > (p(i) � p)Xm�0(1 � p(i))m = p(i) � pp(i) : (14)Now, it is shown in [4], thatOW ij(CS j �p) � p(i) + p(j)2(p(i) � p(j)) 8 1 � i; j � n; where p(i) > p(j): (15)It only remains now to observe that there are values of p(i) > p, such that the last two inequalitiesallow us to conclude that OW in(MLR j �p) > OW in(CS j �p): (16)In order to show that such rpvs exist, it su�ces to choose a particular case. So here is aparticularly simple one: let pi = rp, for all 1 � i � n�1, and substitute this into the inequalityRight-hand side of (14) � Right-hand side of (15) withj = n; (17)and the resulting quadratic (in r) is satis�ed for any r > (5 + p17)=2 � 4:56, yielding theinequality (16). Since for all pairs not involving Rn,OW ij(MLR j �p) = OW ij(CS j �p); (18)we get the inequality (9).The last result implies, that there is at least one value of m, where Cm(MLRj�p) > Cm(CSj�p).Hence the surprising fact that in some cases, although pn is known, we could do better usingthe estimate p̂n for positioning Rn in the list, rather than the actual value of pn.Obviously, this is unexpected from a statistical point of view. However, it is not di�cult toaccount for, because of our particular choice for the example: when m is small, and many ofthe counters are still at 0, MLR { knowing pn > 0 { would put Rn, although it has the smallestaccess probability in this example, still in front of all the records with zero counters. The CS,however, since cn is very likely to be then 0 as well, would leave it at a random place in thecollection of all these records, at the back of the list, and obtain a lower expected cost. Asm increases more and more records would have their estimated p̂i exceed pn and placed bythe MLR ahead, of Rn, where they should be. This corresponds to the fact that both policiesconverge to the optimal order.We are going now to change our tone. So far we have shown that the presence of partialinformation on precise values of some of the access probabilities raises problems in choosinga reorganization rule which is globally optimal. Yet a proper use of the knowledge of such7



values, in conjunction with the CS, can improve the ordering of the records, as suggested bythe following result. This is a direct generalization of the observation that if we knew p1 toexceed one half, we would place R1 �rst, since that value must be the largest. Similarly, atmost b(1 � p)=pc records can have access probabilities that exceed p.Let V = (v1; : : : ; vn) be a vector of n components, where vi 2 N , andV�i � (v1; : : : vi�1; vi+1; : : : vn); (19)�V = (v(1); : : : ; : : : ; v(n)); such that v(i) � v(j) whenever i < j: (20)�V�i denotes the sorted vector where vi (not v(i)) is omitted.Assume the records are so numbered that 1 � p(1) � : : : p(n) � 0.Lemma 1: Let the vector of n counter values following the mth reference when reorderedaccording to the above renumbering be denoted by �C(m). The functionf(k) = nXi=1p(i)PrCS(�m(i) = k j �C(m)); 8 1 � k � n (21)is monotone non-increasing in k.Proof: This is a special case of a more general property which is immediate to prove: if thesequence ai of real numbers is monotonically non-increasing, and B is a matrix with elementsthat satisfy i < j =) bij � bji, then Pi aiPj(bij � bji) � 0.Assume as before that p1 � p is known. Let c1 � c(m)1 denote the counter value of R1 after mrequests. We use �̂m to describe the relative order of R2; : : : ; Rn in the n � 1 locations theyoccupy. From Lemma 1 we haveCorollary 3: For any ordered frequency vector �C(m)�1 , the functionf�1(k j �C(m)�1 ) = nXi=2piPrCS(�̂m(i) = k j �C(m)�1 ); (22)is monotonically non-increasing in k, 8 1 � k � n � 1.We use �CSm (i) to denote the position of Ri under the CS after the mth reference to the list.The Push Forward (PF) Rule restricts the optimal locations for any element Ri, with knownaccess probability. Speci�cally, if p1; p2; : : : ; pk are known and numbered in nonincreasing order,de�ne 1 � b(1� kXj=1pj)=pic � l�i < n; 1 � i � k; (23)then for any sequence of references, the list is �rst ordered by the CS, and then, for 1 � i � k�PFm (i) = min(�CSm (i); i+ l�i ) (24)Theorem 4: Cm(PF j �p) < Cm(CS j �p): (25)for all m � 1. 8



Proof: For simplicity, we handle the case of k = 1. The proof can be easily generalized. Weshow below that if p1 is known, then it never pays to put R1 beyond position l� � 1 + l�1. It issu�cient to show, that for all possible �C(m), the counter-values vector following m referencesCm(PF j �p; �C(m)) � Cm(CS j �p; �C(m)): (26)We �rst show that for any given �C(m) and k > l�, if the policies H 2 Hs:n�1 and CS di�er byone in the position they assign for R1,�CSm (1) = k and �Hm(1) = k � 1 (27)with the same relative order of R2; : : : ; Rn, thenCm(H j �p; �C(m)) < Cm(CS j �p; �C(m)) (28)By de�nition of the cost function we get with routine manipulationsCm(CS j �p; �C(m))� Cm(H j �p; �C(m)) = p� f�1(k � 1 j �C(m)�1 ) (29)where f�1(k j �C(m)�1 ) is de�ned in equation (22).The proof is by way of contradiction. Assume,f�1(k � 1 j �C(m)�1 ) � p: (30)Then, by corollary 3 for all l in the range 1 � l � k � 2 alsof�1(l j �C(m)�1 ) � p: (31)Now, using the de�nition in equation (22)k�1Xl=1f�1(l j �C(m)�1 ) = k�1Xl=1 nXi=2piPrCS(�̂m(i) = l j �C(m)�1 )= nXi=2pik�1Xl=1PrCS(�̂m(i) = l j �C(m)�1 ) � nXi=2pin�1Xl=1PrCS(�̂m(i) = l j �C(m)�1 ) = 1 � p:Hence k�1Xl=1f�1(l j �C(m)�1 ) � 1� p: (32)Using equation (31) and 1 < d(1 � p)=pe = l� < n, we �ndk�1Xl=1f�1(l j �C(m)�1 ) � (k � 1)p: (33)But as 1� p < l�p < (k � 1)p, we also getk�1Xl=1f�1(l j �C(m)�1 ) > 1 � p; (34)9



which contradicts relation (32).Hence the assumption (30) is false, the left-hand side of (29) is positive, andCm(H j �p; �C(m)) < Cm(CS j �p; �C(m)): (35)Since this has been shown to hold for all l� < k � n, the PF Rule, which is the limit (in theway it positions R1) of all the above policies H satis�es, for some �C(m),Cm(PF j �p; �C(m)) < Cm(CS j �p; �C(m)) (36)and Cm(PF j �p) < Cm(CS j �p): (37)This proves relation (25) with a � inequality. The sharpness follows from our ability to exhibitvectors �C(m) of non-zero probability which lead to PF actually modifying the CS order.5 Concluding RemarksWe have studied a variation of the classical dynamic list model and have shown that frequencycounts may be of limited merit when coupled with partial information on the precise valuesof access probabilities. However, they are still the best choice in the symmetric, or local PIsituations.Though Theorem 2 considers a model in which the number of records is �xed, it may be easilygeneralized for a list of varying length:A fortiori, there is no optimal rule for placing a new record Rn+1, with the known accessprobability pn+1, in a list when the ratios between old access probabilities are preserved, i.e. ifRn+1 is inserted with the mth reference, thenpi(m)pj (m) = pi(m�1)pj (m�1) 8 1 � i; j � n (38)(We assume Pn+1i=1 pi(m) = 1, 8 m � 1):This holds when trying to minimize the expected access cost at each reference. Obviously,the di�culty only arises for the transient analysis: the placement chosen for Rn+1 in the list,following its insertion, will not a�ect the asymptotic optimality of the rule applied, as the otheraccess probabilities are eventually estimated well enough to construct the best ordering. Butin a dynamic environment, limiting optimality has only a limited attration.We conclude with the comment that a result such as presented in Theorem 2 may not holdfor other models of self-organizing sequential search. An example is the dynamic path tablesdescribed in [11]:Each path i has a �xed but unknown failure probability pi, independently of all other pathfailures. When trying to route a new message, the table is scanned from the top, till the�rst success (or exhaustion of all paths). Then a new permutation of the paths is chosen.Clearly, knowing any sub-set of these failure probabilities will not reduce in advance the rangeof locations among which those paths are to be positioned, due to the mutual independencebetween the pi's (in particular, we have no constraint on their sum).10
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